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DATE:   /     /    2016                                                                                                 TIME: 1.5 HOURS 

         NAME: ……………………………….…  SECTION (         )                                TOTAL:              / 70  
 

Question Number One (20 points) 
 

A.  (18 points) 
   1.  - homoeopathy    - acupuncture    - herbal remedy      (Any two of them)                              (4 points)  

      2.  - to substitute for immunisations   - to protect against malaria                                               (2 points) 
   3. illness                                                                                                                                       (2 points) 
   4. patients                                                                                                                                     (2 points) 
   5. “ However, the idea of complementary treatments is no longer an alien concept.”                (3 points) 
    
   6. (OPEN ANSWER) : A SUGGESTED ANSWER                                                              (3 points) 
       I think that many people are still sceptical about this concept, but we can encourage them to accept  
       it by:  
         
        - using the media effectively;   
        - writing articles and reports in magazines and newspapers; 
        - organizing events and meetings with patients. 
    
   7.  (OPEN ANSWER) : A SUGGESTED ANSWER                                                              (2 points)  
        Medically, I think that Jordan has a remarkable status in the region for many reasons. For example,    
        patients come to the King Hussein Cancer Center (KHCC), not only from Jordan but also from           
        other countries. 
 

B. Literature Spot:                                                                                                                     (2 points) 
   

1. personification 
2. Birds have wings and feathers and can fly freely. 
3. swing , rush and fresh 
4. In the past, he was so happy (My spirit flew in feathers then), but now he is not so happy (That is so  
    happy now). 

 
)Question Number Two: (15 points 

 
)points(8       A. 

       
          1. pill       2. take    3. apparatus      4. obese 

                                                                                                                                                     

B.     (3 points) 

    1. unexpectedly /  apparently from nowhere   

    2. felt sad 

    3. in the act of doing something wrong 
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C.        (4 points) 
    1. diagnose       2. traditionally        3. prescribing        4. infectious  

 
Question Number Three (12 points) 
A.        (6 points)                    

1. were invented       2. had passed away      3. were sleeping     
4. fit                          5. will be                      6. will have protected 

     
 

B.           (6 points) 
     

            1. The event which took place in 1930 CE was the First Commonwealth Games. 
      2. I had my house (it) mended. 
      3. If I were you, I would enrich my vocabularies. 
      4. After Ali had tidied his office, he went home. 
      5. You mustn’t smoke in public places. 
      6. Omar said that he was going to purchase a new bag the week after / the following week. 
    

Question Number Four (8 points) 
 

A. the oud   /   is now used to                                                                                                    (2 points) 
 

B.                                                                                                                                               (4 points) 
1. This is a TV program about the first music conservatory in Jordan. 
2. I want to take a look at the Roman theater. 

 
 
C.                                                                                                                                              (2 points) 

 
1. indicating consequence 
2. expressing addition or continuation  

 
 

mber Five (15 points)Question Nu    
 

  A. EDITING                        (4 points) 
 

1. everyone knows       2. it does     3. These days ,      4. communicate  
 
 

B. GUIDED WRITING       (4 points) 
    
OPEN ANSWER : A SUGGESTED ANSWER 

The Giralda tower, which is located in Seville, Spain, was constructed in 1184 CE. In fact, it is over 104 
metres tall and based on the design of the Koutobia Mosque in Morocco. 

 
C. FREE WRITING         (7 points) 
    OPEN ANSWER 

  


